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•Free Dashcam app now available for all smartphone users
•Record and keep your journey on your mobile phone
April 16th - London: Navmii today announces the release of the Navmii AI Dashcam app on iOS, a free app
that turns any iphone into a fully featured Dashcam recorder to protect drivers from crash-for-cash scams
and provide peace of mind on the road.
As a fully functioning video recorder drivers can choose the length of recordings and set a limit on how
much memory Navmii’s Dashcam app will use on the iPhone. All recordings can then be permanently saved
for later use or deleted. With the ability to record journeys, the Navmii AI Dashcam can capture crucial
footage of accidents and roadside incidents.
According to a 2018 report from the Insurance Fraud Bureau
(https://www.insurancefraudbureau.org/media/1036/ifb_crash_for_cash_report_online.pdf), crash-for-cash
crimes are costing UK drivers an estimated £340m every year and leading to increased insurance premiums.
With Dashcam footage admissible as evidence, drivers are protected from paying out on a false claim. Some
insurers even offer drivers reduced premium rates for using a working dashboard camera.
John Boardman, CEO of Navmii, comments: “The Navmii AI Dashcam is a free app that offers functionality
similar to a high end dashcam that can cost several hundred pounds. The Dashcam app provides a
completely free experience without advertisements, demonstrating our continued commitment to providing
the ultimate driver assistance technology.”
In addition to its recording capabilities, the Navmii Dashcam offers alerts for traffic, approaching
roadworks, accidents and provides on screen speed display.
Download the Navmii AI Dashcam on iOS here (https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ai-dashcam/id1247409038?mt=8)
and Google Play here (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.navmii.android.dashcam&hl=en_GB).

-endsAbout Navmii
Navmii is a world leading provider of maps and navigation solutions. Designed for smart devices and
connected vehicles, it provides users with intelligent B2B and B2C travel solutions. Its offline GPS
navigation software, maps and map data are trusted by millions of smartphone, automotive, fleet and
insurance customers across the globe. Navmii uses its own proprietary mapping data combined with an
enhanced version of Open Street Map called eOSM, to deliver reliable navigation, maps, real-time traffic
information and community updates.
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Navmii has more than 26 million users and makes maps freely available covering 197 countries across every
continent on earth. Navmii World is the latest consumer version of the company’s leading free
navigation and traffic app for drivers, combining voice-guided navigation, live traffic information,
local search (powered by TripAdvisor & Foursquare) and driver safety scoring.
www.navmii.com
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